
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The information contained in this report was prepared as part of NCHRP Project 20-68A U.S. Domestic Scan, National 

Cooperative Highway Research Program.

SPECIAL NOTE:  This report IS NOT



-
-

-

 by year rather than over the life of a plan or program



compliance concerns of the states.

numerous variables 
will usually determine which practices are applicable, practical, or even effective in an individual 
state or MPO.

1. 
assist them more effectively  
and YOE while, at the same time, enhance overall management of MPO long-range plans, 

Approaches that 2. may require a change in existing statute and/or regulation that could 



protecting, and reinforcing the importance of other planning and programming functions.

commitments.

an appropriate commitment to operating and maintaining this critical system.

changes.



“accounting” documents. Some 
argue that long-range metropolitan plans should provide a vision for the future, which might 

 Approaches and/or tools that 



constraint and YOE requirements

 Approaches and/or tools that also represent good management techniques for meeting the 

requirements

preferred means for achieving compliance. Therefore, it is important to emphasize the following 

 The sheer dollar size of the state’s or MPO’s program and the number of transportation 
operators

 The working relationship and degree of trust between a state and its MPOs are important 
 The quality of communication between the state and 

MPOs and the consistency of information sharing also help determine the ease with which they 

 The working relationships of both the states and MPOs with their FHWA divisions and Federal 
Transit Administration (FTA) regions are also critical in facilitating compliance. Those states 
and MPOs that have worked with their respective federal partners to effectively utilize the 

 Cooperation between the two respective federal agencies is also important to effective planning 
and programming in a given state or MPO.

 Individual state funding mechanisms for transportation and the role of the legislature, 
governor, and, in some cases, a transportation commission,

 

in other states.

 The relative importance of federal highway and transit funding to state and local funding, 
including tolls
of their highway and transit programs is declining as a percentage of their total program. 

the scan team concludes that one size 



and programs

Clearly, a strong working relationship and 

promoting local project delivery.

play a major role in approving transportation programs and overseeing any major changes. In 
others, a transportation commission can make program decisions with little if any role for the 

transportation programs.



challenging.

states in the past. 

forecasting transportation revenues, especially federal revenues.



forecasting.

forecasts.

programming.

award.



 Program and project management principles are applied, in part, to control cost increases 

public involvement 
and transparency.

all sources of transportation funding 

the local planning level.

cost-effective investments.



to adversely impact programs. This scan reinforces the view that strong working relationships 

assuming federal revenue 
available for a TIP or STIP at the anticipated level of Obligation Authority (OA) rather than at 
the authorized levels.

are clearly ready to proceed. In Vermont, since the state develops most projects for the 



constraints.

reference.

compliance.



 Program and project management



 WSDOT’s use of performance management techniques has helped to control scopes and costs 
in its program. While The Grey Notebook is used largely to demonstrate accountability to the 
legislature and transportation stakeholders, it is also the foundation for using performance 
measures, in part

 CDOT’s and WSDOT’s efforts to improve project scoping have also decreased cost volatility.

 Several states (e.g., WSDOT, NYSDOT, MARC, and WAMPO) control the local side of their 
TIPs and STIPs by either working closely with local governments on cost estimating or capping 
the amount of federal aid available for a local project to the amount approved in the original 
program.

 NYMTC’s use of the ESTIP to manage TIP amendments assists greatly in tracking the many 
changes in its program and electronically facilitating the member balloting procedure to 
expedite approval of amendments. NYMTC staff plays a constructive role in assisting their 
member operators to identify cost offsets to their own amendments.

 NYSDOT is using ESTIP to keep a current version of STIP available on its website.

 Vermont, CDTC, and others make an effort to place projects on a STIP or TIP only after they 
are funded and clearly ready to proceed.

 CDOT does not repeat the public review process that is used for TIP amendments when it 

and the use of annual OA; some have established guidelines for its use. Most states are not yet 

will be obligated for a project’s AC, once it is converted. 

requirements. Many of these practices also facilitate the inevitable changes that must be made, 
especially to TIPs and STIPs. Below are listed some of what the scan team found to be especially 

result in improved compliance with existing statutes and rules and management of transportation 
plans and programs. The most important of these include:

estimating and revenue forecasting throughout the life of the program aids the seamless 
exchange of this critical information.

discipline is maintained.



 Comprehensive program and project management systems, backed by strong executive 
leadership

changes to plans and programs.



duration of the program 

 performance and systems management strategies (including effective use of 
performance measures) 
to outcomes rather than processes for achieving the objectives

commensurate with the ability of states and MPOs to 

 Providing a framework for DOTs and, as appropriate, MPOs, to enhance their own 
performance management

 Providing a framework for states to demonstrate that they have management systems and 
strategies 

for managing plans and programs, so long as their performance management approach 

 Allowing periodic demonstrations 




